Presenter handouts
Posted by NiniB - 2009/04/30 08:32
_____________________________________

Presenters - You can post your handouts here. You can also begin a threaded discussion about your workshop and
include your handouts in any post. Just scroll down to attach documents and images. Anything posted here is viewable
on the web, and any attachments are downloadable. If you don't want an attachment to be downloadable, you should
use http://www.slideshare.com and post the link to your slides here. Slideshare now allows you to load Word docs too,
but I haven't checked to see if docs can be set to non-downloadable.
Hope this helps,
Nini Beegan, DLDS
============================================================================

Re:Presenter handouts
Posted by agaskins - 2009/05/18 16:01
_____________________________________

Here is a link to my Pecha Kucha delicious presentation from MLA:
http://www.slideshare.net/nbookworm/pecha-kucha-delicious
============================================================================

Re:Presenter handouts
Posted by bikermice - 2009/07/30 13:12
_____________________________________

Here is the PowerPoint from the "Knowledge Before the Need" pre-conference at MLA 2009.
Presenter was Andrew Sanderbeck of People~Connect Institute.
http://www.merlincommunity.org/images/fbfiles/files/Knowledge_Before_the_Need.ppt
============================================================================

baker
Posted by Hamiltion - 2012/07/16 05:23
_____________________________________

taking swings at each other. Look at the video below robes de mari¨¦e c¨¦l¨¦brit¨¦ robes de mari¨¦e c¨¦l¨¦brit¨¦ . An
adult may throw out a bunch of oohs and ahs but this isn't boxing. robe de soir¨¦e 2011 robe de soir¨¦e 2011 . Smaller
children don't need to see that at a football game robe de mari¨¦e Empire robe de mari¨¦e Empire . That said,
Finnegan, for lack of a better word, is a punk. Right before he jabbed Johnson in the mouth, he reportedly looked
towards the Texans' sidelines and said, Watch this. If that report is true, then his actions were premeditated (look at me
breaking out the lawyer speak) and therefore he should be suspended. But Johnson? robes de mari¨¦e robes de
mari¨¦e . No way. Fine him, yes. robes de mari¨¦e plage robes de mari¨¦e plage . robes de mari¨¦e plage robes de
mari¨¦e plage Suspend him, no. He doesn't have a history of incidents and if the league wants to get to the root of the
issue in this case, it's Finnegan's actions. Suspend him http://www.boxeveningdresses.org/images/thumbnails/Robe-dedemoiselle-honneur/CN9735.jpg . . ï»¿From ESPN: Former Green Bay contract negotiator and current robe de mari¨¦e
Empire robe de mari¨¦e Empire
============================================================================
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